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Preface 
This document has relevence to the hardware implementation of the CCD Acquisition Board 
Revision ‘B’ that boots the FPGA firmware revision 4.1 and later. Minor revisions and modifications 
to the capabilities and functionality of this board can be added as an appendix to this document. 
Major modifications to the functionality of the board that would require extensive modification to 
this document must originate a new and separate board description document. 

Document Scope 
This document provides an overall description, as well as detailed information on the architecture, 
configuration, testing and functionality of the 8 Channel MONSOON CCD Acquisition Board 
(CCDACQ). The intention is that this document be read by anyone who is considering, building, 
using or testing a MONSOON system that requires this hardware module. 

Document Legend 
Within this document, hardware signals are highlighted using an upper case bold black 12-point 
script typeface (e.g. CCD_SIGNAL). Hardware signals that are negative true are preceded by a slash 
character (e.g. /SIGNAL). Firmware control registers and internal device signals are highlighted using 
an upper case purple 12-point typeface (e.g. FIRMWARE_SIGNAL). Negative true firmware signals are 
denoted by a ‘_N’ suffix (e.g. TRUE_N). 

Reference Documents 
Interface Control Document 6.0 - Generic Detector Head Electronics, Command and Data Stream 
Interface Description, Nick C. Buchholz (NOAO), Barry M. Starr (NOAO) 

Interface Control Document 6.1 - MONSOON Detector Head Electronics Command and Hardware 
Interface Description Systran SL100/SL240 FPDP-Fiber Optic Version, Nick C. Buchholz (NOAO) 

Interface Control Document 7.0 - MONSOON Backplane DHE Command and Hardware Interface 
Description, Gustavo Rahmer 

MNSN-EL-04-2002 Rev. B - Schematic Diagram 



1.0 Board Functional Description 

1.1 Purpose of Board 
The Eight Channel CCD Acquisition board (CCDACQ) is designed to provide an acquisition 
interface to optical CCD detectors using +P and -N channel technology. It is one of a series of 
peripheral boards using the MONSOON open source specification to allow medium and large arrays 
of detector elements to be controlled using a generic architecture. Each CCDACQ board plugs into a 
standard MONSOON Detector Head Electronics (DHE) backplane and allows up to eight channels of 
video signal to be acquired at pixel rates up to 800 KPix/channel/second. This board also provides 
thirty-two low-noise, high-voltage bias supplies for detector biasing. See Figure 1 for a block 
diagram. 
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CCD Acquisition Board 

Figure 1 
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1.2 Interface Description 

PCI Connectors J1 and J2 
These two hard metric connectors form the interface to the MONSOON backplane and support the 
signal bus structures described in the sub paragraphs below. The complete physical description of 
these connectors is contained in the document ‘ICD 7.0 DHE Backplane Definition’  
(MNSN-AD-01-0006_V12). 

1.2.1 Board Clock and Board Select Signals 
Each board fitted to the MONSOON backplane has a separate clock feed that is sourced from the 
MCB and received on connector J1 pin D6 (J1:D6). This clock is fed to the CCD acquisition interface 
FPGA (U68), provides for the synchronization of all bus transactions, and clocks all internal 
functions of this board. The appropriate bit of the MCB clock control register (MCB_CLKENABLES) 
corresponding to the physical slot where the CCDACQ board is located controls the clock. The 
nominal frequency of this system clock is 40.0 MHz and events are synchronized to the positive 
transition of the clock. 

All bus transactions on the sequencer bus and destined for the CCDACQ board are accompanied by 
the board /SEL signal (J1:E5) going true for the duration of the transaction. There is a corresponding 
/ACK signal (J1:A6) that is currently not used. 

1.2.2 Sequencer Bus Interface 
All data and control transactions involving the CCD Acquisition board (CCDACQ) are performed via 
the Sequencer Bus. There are four basic transaction types to control the board. They are described in 
more detail in the DHE backplane description document (ICD 7.0). The four transactions are reset, 
write 32-bit data, write 16-bit data, and read data (all reads are 32-bit). Bus activity is synchronous 
and timed to the rising edge of the board clock. 

The Sequencer Bus is made up from four groups of signals: eight board select signals (/SEL2 THROUGH 

/SEL8), two bits of mode (SEQ_MODE [1:0]), six bits of device address (DEV_ADDR [5:0]), and thirty 
two bits of data (SEQ_DATA [31:0]). 

The board select bits (/SEL2 THROUGH /SEL8) are used to activate a board for a bus transaction. Each 
slot of a CPCI backplane has a unique signal line that comes from the master slot. The actual signal 
that selects the board will depend on which backplane slot the board is physically located in. It is 
legal for multiple board select lines to be active for either a reset or write transaction, however; only a 
single board select can be active for a read transaction.  

The SEQ_MODE [1:0] signals define the four types of bus transactions and are detailed in Table 1. 

http://www.noao.edu/ets/monsoon/technical/architectural/MNSN-AD-01-0006_V12.pdf
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Table 1 - Sequencer Bus Mode Bit Definitions. 

Mode Transaction Mode Description 
00 Reset Hard or Soft Reboot FPGA or soft reset the addressed board 

depending on SEQ_DEVADDR bits. 
01 Read 32 bits Read a word from the addressed board. 
10 Write 16 bits Write a 16-bit word to the addressed board. 
11 Write 32 bits Write a 32-bit word to the addressed board. 

 
NOTE: A reset or write transaction takes one clock cycle to complete. A read 

transaction occupies three clock cycles. 

 
Reset transactions: 
Reset mode timing is similar to a write transaction.  

If all bits of the SEQ_DEVADDR [5:0] signals are high, the board will reboot the firmware of FPGA and 
all configuration data is set to their default values. Approximately 30 milliseconds are required after a 
power cycle or reboot command before the board becomes functionally active. 

If all bits of the SEQ_DEVADDR [5:0] signals are low during a reset transaction, the board performs a 
‘soft reset’ where only functionality is reset (for example, state machines, etc.). Current configuration 
data is preserved. 

Read transactions: 
During a read transaction, the board interprets the required address from the least significant 16 bits 
of the sequencer bus signals (SEQ_DATA [15:0]) while the board select signal (/SEL) is true. One bus 
clock cycle later, the data from the decoded address is placed on the pixel data bus. On the next bus 
clock cycle, the MCB latches this data and the board releases the pixel data bus. The board select 
signal remains true for the complete three clock cycle period.  

Write transactions: 
By specification, only the lowest sixty-four memory locations (0x0000 through 0x003F) of a 
peripheral board can be written using the 32-bit mode. In 32-bit write mode, the SEQ_DEVADDR [5:0] 

signals define the address information to the board. Data is defined on signals SEQ_DATA [31:0]. The 
data is written into the appropriate register of the board on the rising edge of the bus clock when the 
board select signal is true. 

When a 16-bit write transaction takes place, the address is defined by the most significant 16 bits of 
the sequencer data bus (SEQ_DATA [31:16]) signals and data is defined by the least significant 
sequencer data bus bits (SEQ_DATA [15:0]). The timing is equivalent to the 32-bit mode.  

An additional signal is defined in the sequencer bus interface specification called the Acknowledge 
Strobe (/ACK2 THROUGH /ACK8). This signal is not used in this implementation. 
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1.2.3 Pixel Data Bus Interface 
The Pixel Data Bus (PIX_DATA [47:0]) exists to transfer data from peripheral boards to the MCB and 
from there to the PAN via the Systran link. It is a unidirectional 48-bit bus that connects to a 128 
word FIFO (Pixel Bus FIFO) within the MCB pixel FPGA. The bus width allows three 16-bit, two 
24-bit, or one 32-bit data value to be transferred to the MCB simultaneously. The CCDACQ supports 
the two 16-bit, two 18-bit (subset of the 24-bit mode) and single 32-bit transfers. Two modes of 
operation on this bus are used to transfer data to the MCB.  

In the first mode, when responding to a read transaction, 32-bit data is latched into the MCB on the 
rising edge of the bus clock when commanded to do so by the MCB sequencer FPGA. This mode of 
operation (normal mode) is used exclusively to read individual addresses (registers) of the board 
under command of the PAN. All timing is controlled by the MCB firmware logic and results in three 
bus clock cycles being required for each 16- or 32-bit data value read. 

In the second mode, used to transfer pixel data values without intervention of the MCB, the timing is 
carried out by the peripheral board itself. This is called the pipeline write mode. In this mode data is 
written into the MCB pixel FPGA FIFO buffer on each rising edge of the bus clock when any of the 
/PIPE_REQ_N [6:0] signals and the signal /PIPE_REQ_N [7] is true. The board sends two 16 bit or 18 bit 
pixel data values in parallel for each transaction that provides an 80 Mpixel/sec/DHE burst bandwidth 
for pixel data. The signals /PIPE_REQ_N [6:0] form the basis of a priority scheme where by definition 

/PIPE_REQ_N [0] has the highest priority and /PIPE_REQ_N [6] the lowest priority. The board priority is 
assigned using three bits in the board priority register (CCD_PIPEPRIORITY) at configuration time.  

If only one acquisition board is in the system the board priority defaults to priority 0, which is the 
highest level. When multiple acquisition boards exist on the same backplane, the priority value is set 
to reflect the order in which the multiple boards are required to send their pixel data to the PAN. The 
board set with priority 0 sends data first and a board with priority 7 sends data last. Priority 
numbering does not have to be contiguous.  

Assigning a non-zero value to the priority register allows multiple boards to time multiplex their pixel 
data onto the bus without intervention of the MCB. For each board that has pixel data to transfer, the 
/PIPE_REQ_N signal assigned by the decoded priority register value is asserted true after waiting 4 x 
assigned priority clock cycles. This assures that the lower priority boards see the higher priority 
/PIPE_REQ_N signals asserted before requesting the bus. Each board then waits until there are no 
higher priority /PIPE_REQ_N signals asserted before taking the /PIPE_REQ_N [7] signal true and 
commencing to transfer its own pixel data.  

JTAG Interface, Reset and Power on Boot. 
The JTAG order is: J7:TDI → U143 FPGA boot EEPROM (type 18V02) → U68 CCD acquisition 
interface FPGA (type Virtex300E) → U66 ADC CPLD for channels 0,1,2,3 (type XCR3384) → U67 
ADC CPLD for channels 4,5,6,7 (type XCR3384) → J7:TDO. Figure 2 illustrates a typical JTAG Pod 
view of the chain. 



 
 

JTAG Device Ordering  
Figure 2 

 

The FPGA boot EEPROM at U143 is programmed via the JTAG interface with the configuration 
data for the CCD acquisition interface FPGA. This configuration data is automatically sent to the 
FPGA whenever a boot operation is performed. The interface can also be used to read the checksum 
of the EEPROM contents against a known value for each firmware version. 

The Virtex300E programmable logic device at U68 (CCD acquisition interface) contains all essential 
timing and interface logic for the CCDACQ to function on the backplane. Code stored in the FPGA 
boot EEPROM is loaded to this device during power up, when the front panel reset switch is used, 
during a board reboot command from the PAN. The time to boot the code and perform power up 
initialization is approx. 30 milliseconds. It is normally not necessary to configure this device through 
the JTAG interface. The JTAG interface can be used to read back the ‘User Code’ stored into the 
FPGA at boot time to verify the correct version and build date. The FPGA firmware configuration 
establishes the logic functionality of the entire CCDACQ board and the interface to the MONSOON 
backplane. 

The Xilinx Coolrunner CPLDs at U66 and U67 are static devices that retain their programmed 
functions during power cycles. In this way the device is programmed once through the JTAG 
interface and is functional immediately after any power or reset cycle. These devices are used to 
control the Correlated Double Sampler (CDS) function, acquire serial pixel data from the ADCs and 
transfer the data to the CCD acquisition interface FPGA. In addition, they control the serial 
configuration data flow to program the various DACs, telemetry devices, and output enable switches. 
These devices are unaffected by any reset or reboot operation performed on the circuit. These two 
devices usually have identical firmware code loaded to them. The checksum of these devices can be 
read back through the interface to verify that the correct firmware version is loaded. 

Front Panel Indicators 
There is a front panel LED indicator used for basic diagnostics of the board. This Status LED is 
controlled by firmware in the CCD acquisition interface FPGA. See Figure 3 for a view of the front 
panel. 
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CCDACQ Board Front Panel 

Figure 3 

 
Status LED 

During power up, the Status indicator is off until the firmware has been booted and started. After 
booting, the indicator will be steadily on until a valid bus transaction is received from the MCB 
(Board clock must be enabled + a read or write command). At this time, the indicator will extinguish 
until programmed to indicate some functionality through the associated control register 
(CCD_LEDCTL). For version 4.1x FPGA firmware, Table 2 lists the functionality that is provided. 

Table 2 - Front Panel Indicator Functions 

CCD_LEDCTL 
BIT Function 

0 CCDACQ Board Select Signal Active 
1 CDS Switch data Load Strobe Active 
2 CPLD => FPGA Pixel Data Transfer Active 

 

Front Panel Test Points 
J6 is a 40-pin header connector available from the front panel to monitor various digital control 
signals. The signals are labeled FTP1 to FTP36. Signal group FTP1 → FTP18 is controlled from U66 
and signal group FTP19 → FTP36 is controlled from U67. The assignment of FTP signals to CPLD 
control signals is achieved through firmware. The higher group of FTP signals controlled by U67 
(FTP19 → FTP36) has the same ordered functional definition as that of U66. For version 4.1x of the 
CPLD firmware, Table 3 lists the available signal monitors. 
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Table 3 - Front Panel Test Points 

Pin Signal FWSig Description 
40 DGND  Signal reference ground 
39 DGND  Signal reference ground 
38 FTP1 CDS_INV True when video is inverted on any channel 
37 FTP2 CDS_NONINV True when video is not inverted on any channel 
36 FTP3 CDS_INTEGRATE True when integrating video signal on any channel 
35 FTP4 CDS_DCRESTORE True when DC restore is active on any channel 
34 FTP5 CDS_RESET True when integrator reset is active on any channel 
33 FTP6 ADC_BUSY True when any ADC is busy during convert 
32 FTP7 DXFER_N True when FPGA asks CPLD to transfer data 
31 FTP8 MUX_OE True when CPLD is transferring data to FPGA 
30 FTP9 CTC True when any ADC receives a covert command 
29 FTP10 CDS_LOAD_IN True when CDS latch is being updated 
28 FTP11 ADC_MODE Not currently used 
27 FTP12  Not currently used 
26 FTP13  Not currently used 
25 FTP14  Not currently used 
24 FTP15  Not currently used 
23 FTP16  Not currently used 
22 FTP17  Not currently used 
21 FTP18 EXT_TRIGGER Pulsed true when EXT_TRIG bit is set in CDS word 

20 thru 
3 

FTP19 
THRU 
FTP36 

 Copy of FTP signals for U66 device 
See Figure 4 for U66 location on board. 

2 DGND  Signal reference ground 
1 DGND  Signal reference ground 

 

 
 

U66 

U66 Location 
Figure 4 
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Video Monitor Ports 
Connectors P1 to P8 provide a unity gain buffered monitoring point for the signals present at the 
outputs of the channel preamplifiers. There is a 50 Ohm series resistor before the output port 
connector to act as protection. 

1.3 Data Paths 
There are three principle data paths associated with the functions of the CCDACQ board: Control 
data path, Configuration data path, and Pixel data path. Figure 3 provides a schematic view of these 
data paths. 

Control Data 
All control functions are performed using an on-board flat memory (register) address space to 
provide read and write access to control registers located in the CCD acquisition interface FPGA. 
Generally, the data width of these registers is 16 bits. A few control registers in the lower address 
space area are 32 bit values. Values written to the registers establish the modes of operation and the 
synchronization of events. Two areas of control data that warrants particular definition are the 
correlated double sampler (CDS) control data and the DOP data. 

The CDS analog signal processing function is performed by sequencing a series of analog switches to 
divert the analog signal path. These switches are controlled directly through a separate CDS latch for 
each analog signal channel. There are four CDS latches for each CPLD. Each latch is assigned a 
‘channel address’ via programming bits in the CCD_ADCCFG registers associated with the channel. 
When writing data to the CDS latches, a channel address is pre-pended to the control word. Any CDS 
latch with that same channel address is then loaded with the control word. Normally, each signal 
channel is assigned the same channel address, which allows all signal channels to be controlled by 
writing just one control word to the CCD_CDSREG register. In cases where different acquisition timing 
is required on sub-sets of signal channels (i.e., guiding on some signal channels), then two channel 
addresses can be defined to separately control the two sub-sets. As another example, unused signal 
channels can be maintained in a static state by assigning them channel addresses that are only 
initialized once but never written to when occupied channels are acquired. 

The DOP is designed to provide a medium speed (1 MWord/sec) digital output port to support 
detector technologies with digital (binary switching) requirements. The data written to the 
CCD_DOPREG register is output to the port as 3.3v logic-compatible. It is designed to interface to a 
level translator running on a quiet supply on the transition board component.  

Both of these data ports (the CDS control data and the DOP data) use the same bus structure as the 
CPLDs to transfer converted pixel data to the FPGA. This 36-bit bus common to the FPGA and the 
two CPLDs is therefore bi-directional and must be time multiplexed to serve the three distinct 
functions required of it.  

Configuration Data 
Configuration data is transmitted to the relevant hardware devices through a common synchronous 
serial link. The serial data stream is generated by the FPGA, fed to the two ADC CPLDs where the 
address of the device is decoded and serial data distributed to the individual hardware component. 



Pixel Data 
Pixel data is sent to the ADC CPLD either during the first half of a new conversion or after the 
current conversion depending on the ADC mode (Warp/Normal). This data is an 18-bit synchronous 
serial stream framed by the SYNC signal of the ADC component. This serial stream is converted to an 
18-bit parallel word in the CPLD and double-buffered awaiting transfer to the FPGA. When the 
FPGA senses that a conversion has been completed (via the ADC_BUSY signal), it enables the system 
clock and polls the two CPLDs individually using the DXFER_N signal to initiate a three-clock period 
transfer of four 18-bit pixel values from each CPLD. The first clock cycle is used to enable the 36-bit 
bus tristates on the CPLD. Then two consecutive double word transfers are performed on successive 
clock edges. The 18-bit pixel data values received by the FPGA are stored in a butterfly memory 
where odd and even channel numbers are stored in duplicate memory areas. This allows the use of an 
indirection scheme to select the order of the data to be sent across the MONSOON pixel data bus to 
the MCB. The transfer of data from the CCDACQ board to the MCB can be accomplished in two 
different manners. See section 1.2.1.3 for a complete description. 
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1.4 Control Functions 
All control and acquisition functions that the CCDACQ board is capable of are initiated by writing to 
specific memory locations on the board. There are two parts to forming the 24-bit address to these 
memory locations. They are the ‘board select address’ (or slot address), and the ‘board register 
address’. 

The 8-bit board select address is defined by the physical position of the CCDACQ board on the DHE 
backplane. By definition, the Master Control Board (MCB) always occupies board select address 1 
and occupies slot 1 of the backplane. Slot positions are numbered from the MCB position in linear 
fashion up to a maximum of slot 8. Board select addresses are expressed as bit positions in the 
command word address field during a PAN  DHE command transaction. See document ICD 6.1 
DHE Command and Hardware Interface Definition for additional information. This mechanism 
allows multiple boards to be accessed in any write or reset transaction. In a similar fashion, the 8-bit 
board select address is written to the LSR register in the MCB Sequencer register set to access the 
peripheral boards. Table 4 defines the board select address with respect to the slot position. 

Table 4 - Sequencer Bus Address Mapping 

Slot 
Position 

Board Select  
Address 

32-Bit Word on Board 
Register Address Range 

16-Bit Word on Board  
Register Address Range 

1 0x010000 0x010000 => 0x01003F 0x010040 => 0x01FFFF 
2 0x020000 0x020000 => 0x02003F 0x020040 => 0x02FFFF 
3 0x040000 0x040000 => 0x04003F 0x040040 => 0x04FFFF 
4 0x080000 0x080000 => 0x08003F 0x080040 => 0x08FFFF 
5 0x100000 0x100000 => 0x10003F 0x100040 => 0x10FFFF 
6 0x200000 0x200000 => 0x20003F 0x200040 => 0x20FFFF 
7 0x400000 0x400000 => 0x40003F 0x400040 => 0x40FFFF 
8 0x800000 0x800000 => 0x80003F 0x800040 => 0x80FFFF 

 
The on board register address of the CCDACQ board is divided into two areas as indicated in the 
document ICD 7.0 DHE Backplane Definition. This allows sixty-four 32-bit registers to be defined in 
the lower board register address space. The rest of the space is occupied by sixteen bit registers. 
Thirty-two bit space is normally used for functions that are occupied by the MCB Sequencer. 

A summary of the memory space for the CCDACQ is given in Table 5 followed by a more detailed 
description of each function. 

 

http://www.noao.edu/ets/monsoon/technical/architectural/MNSN-AD-01-0005_0_1_6.pdf
http://www.noao.edu/ets/monsoon/technical/architectural/MNSN-AD-01-0005_0_1_6.pdf
http://www.noao.edu/ets/monsoon/technical/architectural/MNSN-AD-01-0006_V12.pdf
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Table 5 - CCDACQ Memory Map 

Address Function Name Function Description 
0x0000 CCD_CDSREG Writing to this register loads data to the addressed CDS channel 
0x0001 CCD_DOPREG Digital Output Port; a 32 bit medium speed port  

0x0003 CCD_SETIDENT 
Sets a mode that allows individual ADC channels to identify themselves 
by synthetic data generation 

0x0004 CCD_BURST Command to burst send pixel data. Alternative to Pipeline write mode 

0x0005 CCD_SEQTRIG 
Triggers the on board micro-sequencer to sequence the CDS switches 
during pixel acquisition  

0x0100 => 
0x0107 CCD_ADCDATA 

Eight read only registers that reflect raw ADC data 

0x0200 => 
0x0207 CCD_ADCCFG 

Eight configuration registers to establish the ADC mode of operation 

0x0210 => 
0x0217 CCD_VOFFSETS 

Access to eight DC offset DACs used to bring the ADC signal into the 
converters dynamic range 

0x0220 => 
0x023F CCD_HVBIASES 

Access to thirty-two voltage DACs to set the high voltage bias signal 
values 

0x0240 => 
0x025F CCD_HVBIASTELMODE 

Thirty-two configuration registers to establish the operating mode of the 
telemetry ADCs 

0x0260 CCD_AUXCFGREG Bit register to control auxiliary functions of the board 
0x0300 => 
0x030E CCD_REDIRECT 

15 indirection registers to map signal channels to the order of pixel data 
during acquisition  

0x030F CCD_XFERCOUNT 
Register to control the number of signal channels to acquire during 
acquisition 

0x0440 => 
0x025F CCD_BIASTELEMETRY 

Thirty-two high voltage bias telemetry values 

0x1000 => 
0x103F CCD_PAT_MEM 

Access to the micro-sequencer pattern and timing memory space 

0xC000=> 
0xC002 CCD_AUDIT_REG 

Audit register that counts the number of ADC convert strobes after an 
exposure start command 

0xFFF0 CCD_EVENT_REG Global event register used to receive event strobes 
0xFFF9 CCD_LEDCTL Front panel LED indicator configuration register 
0xFFFA CCD_SERNUM Electronic serial number read only register 
0xFFFB CCD_TEMP Access to the local board temperature sensor 
0xFFFC CCD_CTLREG Bit register used to control functionality of the board 
0xFFFD CCD_STATUSREG Board status register 
0xFFFE CCD_IDENTREG Board function identity register + shadow reset 
0xFFFF CCD_FIRMVERS Board firmware version register + shadow reboot 

0xFFFE CCD_RESET 
Writing to this location causes a soft reset of the board. Does not affect 
configuration data 

0xFFFF CCD_REBOOT 
Writing to this location causes a hard reset (reboot) of the board with 
default configuration values 

 

Correlated Double Sampler Control Register (CCD_CDSREG - 0x0000) 
Sixteen-bit data written to this register controls the state of the switches associated with the CDS 
signal processor. There are 6 bits of switch control data (CCD_CDSREG[5:0]) plus two extra control 
bits (CCD_CDSREG[7:6]) in the lower byte of the word. These eight bits are pre-pended with an 
additional seven bits of channel address data (CCD_CDSREG[14:8]) that select which CDS latches 
should react to the word written to the register. Bit 15 (CCD_CDSREG[15]) is used to enable certain 
controls to be global irrespective of channel address. Figure 6 shows this structure. 

 



Channel Address Bits
[14:8]

EXTTRIG
[6]

INV
[1]

GLOBAL
[15]

NONINV
[2]

INTGRT
[3]

DCREST
[4]

RESET
[5]

DXFER
HLDOFF

[7]
CTC
[0]

CDS Latch Bit Significance 
Figure 6 

 
The channel address field is bit significant, that is, CDS latches assigned to channel address 0 will 
respond if bit 8 of the word written to this port is set. CDS latches assigned to channel address 1 will 
respond if bit 9 of the word is true, and so forth. This allows multiple CDS latches with different 
channel addresses to be written to in one write transaction to this register. If bit 15 is set (Global bit) 
with either or both bit 0 or bit 7 set (CTC or EXT TRIG bits), then all CDS latches will respond to 
those commands. Table 6 lists the correspondence of channel address to bit position. 

Table 6 - CDS Channel Address Scheme 

 Channel Address 
CDS Register Word 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0x00xx None selected 
0x01xx       X 
0x02xx      X  
0x04xx     X   
0x08xx    X    
0x10xx   X     
0x20xx  X      
0x40xx X       
0x80xx X X X X X X X 

e.g. 0x31xx  X X    X 
e.g. 0x0Fxx    X X X X 

 
The control bits in the lower byte of the CDS Control Register have the following significance: 

 
Bit 0 (CTC) when set true, issues a ‘Command To Convert’ command to the associated ADC. This 
signal is a 25ns strobe for each time this bit is set true. 
Bit 1 (INVERT) sets the signal path of the CDS to the integrator into inverting mode. Note that by 
setting both bit 1 and 2 true, the signal path up to the inverter can be put into common mode. 
Bit 2 (NON_INVERT) sets the signal path of the CDS to the integrator into non-inverting mode. 
Bit 3 (INTEGRATE) will integrate the CDS signal while this signal is true. Note that the integrator has 
an inverting function. 
Bit 4 (DC_RESTORE) holds the DC Restore clamp on when set to isolate the preamplifier from the 
gain stage and reset the CDS DC baseline. 
Bit 5 (RESET_INTEGRATOR), when set, holds the CDS integrator in its reset state. 
Bit 6 (EXTERNAL_TRIGGER) is used to directly control the front panel test point pin (FTP18). This pin 
can be used to stimulate external circuitry i.e. programmed to trigger an oscilloscope, etc. For each 
time it is set, a 25ns period strobe is issued. 
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Bit 7 (DXFER_HOLDOFF), when set, is used to hold off the automatic transfer of pixel data from the 
CPLD to the FPGA after an ADC Convert command. This allows you to control the point where data 
is transferred to coincide with a time when this bus activity will not influence the analog circuitry. 
 
This 16-bit register has a physical address that is associated with the 32-bit register reserved space to 
allow the MCB sequencer easy write access. The higher order 16 bits [31:16] are not significant and 
can be any value. 

Digital Data Output Port Register (CCD_DOPREG – 0x0001) 
Writing to this register with a 32-bit data value sets the output of the DOP (DOUT[0:31]). The DOP is 
electrically isolated (in tristate mode) until the first valid write to this port. There is an internal 25 Ω 
resistor on each output pin of these devices. Maximum withstanding voltages of the DOP are  
-0.5v and +6.5v. 

Set Identity Mode Register (CCD_SETIDENT – 0x0003) 
This function is temporarily not available. 

This function is designed to provide a method of identifying the particular signal channels acquired in 
the output image. Writing any value to this port establishes the mode. After this mode has been set, 
any normal acquisition will generate a pixel data value that is the concatenation of the board pipeline 
priority value and the signal channel number as shown in Figure 7. 

 

ALWAYS ZERO
[17:16]

PIPELINE PRIORITY VALUE
[15:8]

SIGNAL CHANNEL NUMBER
[7:0]

 
Set Identity Mode Pixel Data Format 

Figure 7 

 
The principle purpose of this mode is to provide a pixel mapping function for development of 
descrambling algorithms and identification of signal channels for debug purposes. Reloading the 
CCD_ADCCFG registers to their normal settings restores normal acquisition mode.  

Burst Command Control Register (CCD_BURST – 0x0004) 
When the burst mode is enabled (by setting the bit 2 in the CCD_CTLREG register), writing to this 
register will initiate a transfer of pixel data to the PAN. The value written to this register has no 
significance. Using this feature allows the timing of the pixel bus activity to be controlled to optimize 
noise performance. Under normal circumstances, this feature is not used and the normal pipeline 
write method of pixel data transfer is employed. Except for the method of initiating the data transfer, 
the pipeline write and burst mode methods are identical. 
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Sequencer Trigger Command Register (CCD_SEQTRIG – 0x0005) 
Writing to this port initiates a sequence of events to control the CDS switch states. The events are 
generated by a micro-sequencer built into the CCDACQ FPGA. The switch states are previously 
stored as a list in the CCD_PAT_MEM register area as individual states that define the bit vectors to 
control the switches and associated delay for the state to control timing. To initiate the sequence, a 
32-bit data word describing the channel address value (that determines which CDS latches will 
respond), the start address of the sequence (expressed as an offset from the first register address 
space), and the run length of the sequence is written to this register. Figure 8 shows the bit field 
positions in the data word. 

 

ALWAYS ZERO
[7:6]

RUN LENGTH OF SEQUENCE
[14:8]

START ADDRESS OF SEQUENCE
[5:0]

CHANNEL ADDRESS BIT FIELD
[23:16]

ALWAYS
ZERO[15]

ALWAYS
ZERO[31:24]

 
Sequencer Trigger Command Data Word Format 

Figure 8 
When reading this register the START ADDRESS field will reflect the last address issued by the 
sequencer after the most recent write to this register. This will be the effective address where the 
sequencer stopped after the last run. 

ADC Raw Data Registers (CCD_ADCDATA – 0x0100=>0x0107) 
These eight registers provide read only access to the raw ADC data from the most recent conversion. 
This data is 18 bits significant and in the same signal channel order as the eight registers, that is, 
CCD_ADCDATA [0] corresponds to physical channel zero. The data is available from these registers 
before any redirection is applied by the CCD_REDIRECT registers.  

ADC Mode Configuration Registers (CCD_ADCCFG – 0x0200=>0x0207) 
Each of these eight registers corresponds to the signal channel ordered ADC and CDS latches. These 
registers hold configuration data that determines the mode of operation of the signal channel. The 
significance of the bits is described in Figure 9. 
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ADC WARP
MODE

[1]

POWER
DOWNADC

[0]

CDS CHANNEL ADDRESS
[6:4]

ALWAYS ZERO
[8:7]

CDS GAIN
[2]

STATUS
RETURN [9]

FORCE DATA
[10]

 
ADC Mode Configuration Bit Significance 

Figure 9 
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Bit 0 (PD) - When set, will place the corresponding ADC device into a power down state and 
conserve power.  
Bit 1 (WARP) - Controls the conversion time of the ADC. When set, the ADC will provide a 
conversion result in approximately 800ns while reading the previous conversion result during the 
current conversion. When not set, the ADC converts in approximately 1200ns and reads out the result 
of the current conversion immediately. 
Bit 2 (GAIN) - Sets the electronic gain of the CDS signal chain. When this bit is true, the analog 
switch U3:2 (ref. to channel 0) is closed and R21 sets the non-inverting gain of the signal at U4. 
When this bit is false, the electronic gain of the signal chain is just that of the pre-amplifier multiplied 
by the integration stage gain. Normally, when set true, the gain is doubled. See Figure 10 for U3 and 
U4 locations. 
 

 
 

U3 

U4 

U3 and U4 
Figure 10 

 
Bit 3 is only significant when bit 10 is true (FORCE_DATA). It then forms part of the forced data word. 
Bits 4,5,6 (CHANNEL ADDRESS) - Specify the address that the CDS Latch will respond to. The value 
is passed through a 3-bit => 8-bit decoder and the results are compared to the bit positions in the 
channel address field of any word written to the CCD_CDSREG register. If the result of an ‘AND’ 
operation using the decoder output and the corresponding bit in the word written to the CCD_CDSREG 
is true, that CDS latch will accept and latch the bit patterns for that channel’s CDS switch array. 
Bits 7,8 are only significant when bit 10 is true (FORCE_DATA). They then form part of the forced 
data word. 
Bit 9 (STATUS) - When set true, sets the pixel data value to the actual ADC status after the current 
conversion plus copies of the relevant CCD_ADCCFG register. The returned status bit fields are shown 
in Figure 11. 
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ADC Status Data Bit Fields 

Figure 11 

 
Bit 10 (FORCE DATA) - Setting this bit high provides a means to return fixed pixel data values. This 
bit overrides any other mode bit settings. Pixel data values returned during a normal acquisition cycle 
is the value set in bits [9:0] of the CCD_ADCCFG register. 

DC Offset DAC Registers (CCD_VOFFSETS – 0x0210=>0x0217) 
These eight registers provide the means to adjust and optimize the output of the CDS signal processor 
channel level to the dynamic range of the ADC devices. The 12-bit binary value of these registers 
sets the output of a voltage DAC associated with each channel. This DAC can be strapped via 
jumpers (JP1 & JP2) to supply a positive unipolar, negative unipolar, or bipolar 1.25v DC offset to the 
input of the differential driver before the ADC. In unipolar mode, the offset is approximately 35 
ADU for each LSB of the offset value (The ADC differential driver has a gain of 2, the ADC 
reference is normally 4.7v). In bipolar mode, the resolution is halved. 

HV Bias DAC Registers (CCD_HVBIASES - 0x0220=>0x023F) 
Thirty-two 12-bit registers are available to program the high voltage bias outputs (BIAS[31:0]) 

available on the CCDACQ board. The values written to these registers directly program the HV bias 
voltage DACs. The high voltage DACs are grouped into four banks. Table 7 shows the grouping. 
Each bank can be configured via jumpers and power supply strapping to provide a positive unipolar, 
negative unipolar, or bipolar output voltage range. The 12-bit value written to the DACs is formatted 
as straight binary. 

 
Table 7- High Voltage Bias Grouping 

Bias 
Group 

 
Bias Supplies 

Reference Supply 
Jumpers 

 
Power Supply Rails 

0 BIAS[7:0] JP6, JP9 +VAB0, -VAB0 
1 BIAS[15:8] JP5, JP10 +VAB1, -VAB1 
2 BIAS[23:16] JP4, JP8 +VAB2, -VAB2 
3 BIAS[31:24] JP3, JP7 +VAB3, -VAB3 

 

HV Bias Telemetry Mode Registers (CCD_HVBIASTELMODE – 0x0240=>0x025F) 
Each high voltage bias channel has an independent telemetry ADC channel. The telemetry ADC 
devices have a mode setting that allows them to be optimized to measure the dynamic range of the 
high voltage biases. Thirty-two registers are established to contain this mode value. The mode value 
written to these registers is nominally 0xC (12 decimal) for bipolar or negative unipolar high voltage 
bias ranges and 0x8 (8 decimal) for positive unipolar ranges. This corresponds to an approximate 
telemetry range of ±45v or +45v respectively. 
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Auxiliary Control Register (CCD_AUXCFGREG – 0x0260) 
This register controls the enabling functions of the high voltage biases, the CDS Latch data, and the 
reset modes of the high voltage DACs. Figure 12 shows the bit field significance of this register. 

 
CPLD LED

ENABLE(D5,D7)
[3]

HV BIAS
ENABLE

[1]

CDS ENABLE
[0]

BIAS GRP 0,2
RST MODE

[6]

TELEMETRY
POWERDOWN

[2]

RESET
HVBIAS

 [4]

RESET
ADCOFFSET

 [5]

BIAS GRP 1,3
RST MODE

[7]

ADC OFFSET
RST MODE

[8]

 
Auxiliary Control Register Bit Fields 

Figure 12 

Bit 0 (CDS ENABLE) - Allows the CDS Latch state to be applied to the analog switches in the CDS 
signal processor. This bit should be enabled after analog power supplies have stabilized. Setting this 
bit false will put all analog switches into an off state. 
Bit 1 (HV BIAS ENABLE) - Controls the enable signals (BIAS_EN[3:0]) to the detector isolation 
switches. When set true, the high voltage bias voltages are enabled to the physical output pins of the 
CCDACQ board. When set false, the outputs are disabled and the output pins are left floating. 
Bit 2 (TELEMETRY PD) - Controls the operational mode of the telemetry ADC devices. When set true, 
these devices are forced into a power down state to conserve power and reduce non-synchronous 
clock emissions from these self-clocked devices. 
Bit 3 (CPLD LED CONTROL) - Controls the state of two auxiliary LED devices (D5 and D7) mounted 
on the CCDACQ board. Setting this bit true switches the LED off. The main purpose of Bit 3 is to 
verify the correct operation of the serial configuration data stream used to control DAC and telemetry 
ADC devices. See Figure 13 for LED locations. 
 

 
 

D5 and D7 
Figure 13 

D7 

D5 

 
Bit 4 (RESET HVBIAS) - Setting this bit true will reset the outputs of the high voltage DACs to a 
previously configured reset level. All bias groups are affected. This bit must be reset before a valid 
data value can be written to the CCD_HVBIASES registers. 
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Bit 5 (RESET ADC OFFSET) - Setting this bit true will reset the outputs of the ADC offset DACs to a 
previously configured reset level. This bit must be reset before a valid data value can be written to the 
CCD_VOFFSETS registers. 
Bits 6,7,8 (RESET MODE) - These bits control the voltage seen at the output of the high voltage bias 
and ADC offset DACs when forced into reset by bits 4 and 5 of this register. When set false, the 
output of the DACs corresponds to a binary value of zero, that is, the most negative value defined by 
the negative reference voltage. When set true and the corresponding reset signal is applied, the DAC 
output value will be equivalent to a binary value of 0x800, or mid-scale. 

Signal Channel Redirection Registers (CCD_REDIRECT – 0x0300=>0x030E) 
These registers redirect the order in which pixel data is transferred to the PAN computer. This is 
achieved by writing the required order of signal channel numbers into successive registers. In the 
case where only some of the signal channels are used, this register also serves to identify the 
significant channels. One exception is that there should be an even number of signal channel numbers 
set to these registers. This is because each pixel data transfer across the pixel data bus to the MCB 
carries two pixel data values in parallel. The exception is when only a single signal channel is active 
(CCD_XFERCOUNT = 1). In this configuration, CCD_REDIRECT[0] and CCD_REDIRECT[1] should both 
contain the relevant signal channel number. Table 8 gives an example of the use of these registers. 

Table 8 - Redirection Register Usage 

Example Re-ordering Channels Single signal Channel Send Common Ref Pixel  
 Value Pixel Data Order Value Pixel Data Order Value Pixel Data Order 

Redirect[0] 0 4 0 
Redirect[1] 2 4 1 
Redirect[2] 4  0 
Redirect[3] 6  2 
Redirect[4] 1  0 
Redirect[5] 3  3 
Redirect[6] 5  0 
Redirect[7] 7  4 
Redirect[8]   0 
Redirect[9]   5 
Redirect[10]   0 
Redirect[11]  

XFERCOUNT = 8 
 
Eight pixels per 
CTC. 
 
Even channels 
sent first, then odd 
channels. 
 

 

XFERCOUNT = 1 
 
One pixel per 
CTC.  
 
Fifth signal 
channel active. 

6 

XFERCOUNT = 12 
 
Twelve pixels per 
CTC.  
 
Send a sky or 
reference pixel 
(signal channel zero) 
with each science 
pixel. 

 

Acquisition Channel Control Register (CCD_XFERCOUNT - 0x030F) 
In conjunction with the CCD_REDIRECT registers, this register determines how many signal channels 
are active and controls how many pixel data values are transferred after each ADC conversion. 
Except for the single channel case (CCD_XFERCOUNT = 1), the value set to this register should be an 
even number to accommodate the parallel data transfer technique used to transfer pixels across the 
pixel bus to the MCB. 



HV Bias Telemetry Registers (CCD_BIASTELEMETRY – 0x0440=>0x025F) 
These 32 registers provide access to the individual high voltage bias telemetry ADCs. To obtain a 
telemetry value, first write to these registers (data value is not significant). The write triggers a 
telemetry ADC conversion and telemetry data can then be read back from the same register after the 
conversion time (approximately 35 microseconds). Data is returned as 12-bit straight binary or 2s-
complement, depending upon the mode set in the corresponding CCD_HVBIASTELMODE register. 

Micro-sequencer Pattern Memory Registers (CCD_PAT_MEM – 0x1000=>0x103F) 
These sixty-four 16-bit registers contain the CDS latch bit patterns and associated timing delay 
information required to process a single pixel value in the CDS signal processor. Sequences are 
defined by writing successive register locations with the required CDS latch state and timing 
information. The transition of one state to the next (transition to successive register locations) is 
controlled by the trigger word written to the CCD_SEQTRIG register and the time delay information 
carried in the most significant eight bits of the register words. Figure 14 shows the bit fields 
appropriate to words written to these registers. 

DELAY VALUE IN UNITS OF 25ns
[15:8]

EXTTRIG
[6]

INV
[1]

NONINV
[2]

INTGRT
[3]

DCREST
[4]

RESET
[5]

DXFER
HLDOFF

[7]
CTC
[0]

 
Micro-sequencer Pattern Memory Bit Fields 

Figure 14 

The least significant eight bits corresponds to the normal CDS Latch data bit definitions (see 1.4.1). 
The most significant eight bits define a delay that is executed after the CDS latch bits from the 
current register address have been issued. After this delay, if the number of states so far issued by the 
micro-sequencer is less than the run length value specified in the CCD_SEQTRIG register, then the 
register address is incremented and the CDS latch data from that register is issued to the CDS signal 
processor. This sequence is repeated until the number of states issued by the micro-sequencer equals 
the value written to run length bit field of the CCD_SEQTRIG register. At this point, the last CDS latch 
state is maintained. The micro-sequencer is initiated by writing to the CCD_SEQTRIG register with the 
index of the register containing the required first state in the start address bit field of the 
CCD_SEQTRIG register. During the write, the channel address value to use for the complete sequence 
and the run length for the sequence is also defined. Normally, the state bit patterns and delays are 
developed to coincide with a serial clocking pattern that is processed by the clock and bias board and 
driven by the MCB sequencer. The pixel acquisition is then performed by synchronizing the 
CCDACQ board micro-sequencer to events produced by the MCB sequencer. Using this technique 
considerably reduces the amount of sequencer bus transactions by eliminating from the MCB 
sequencer those needed to control the CDS signal processor. The sixty-four registers allow sufficient 
state space to accommodate multiple and distinct sequences that can be triggered by the selection of 
the start address field in the write to the CCD_SEQTRIG register. 
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Acquisition Audit Registers (CCD_AUDIT_REG – 0xC000=>0xC002) 
These three registers are designed to ease the configuration and setup of MONSOON systems using 
the CCDACQ board. They log the number of significant events that occur to produce pixel data. This 
data can then be analyzed to determine if the correct number of pixels is being acquired. Table 9 
describes these facilities. 

Table 9 - Audit Register Descriptions 

Address Register Name Function 

0xC000 CCD_CTC_COUNT 
Counts the number of CTC strobes received by the 
CCDACQ board after a START_EXPOSURE event. 

0xC001 CCD_REQ_COUNT 

Counts the number of pipeline write requests made by 
the CCDACQ board after a START_EXPOSURE 
event. 

0xC002 CCD_XFER_COUNT 
Counts the pixel data write requests issued by the 
CCDACQ board after a START_EXPOSURE event. 

 
The CCD_CTC_COUNT register accumulates the number of command-to-convert strobes (CTC) 
received by the board. This count includes those received via writes to the CCD_CDSREG register and 
those generated by the CCDACQ micro-sequencer function. The value of this register is reset by the 
global event START_EXPOSURE. This event can be generated either by the PAN or by the MCB 
sequencer. Each CTC will generate eight pixel data values that are stored into the CCD_ADCDATA 
registers. The value and significance of this data depends on the configuration of the CCD_ADCCFG 
registers. 

If the pipeline write enable bit is set in the CCD_CTLREG register, each CTC will also generate a 
request to transfer the data values to the PAN computer via the MCB Pixel Bus FIFO after the ADC 
conversion. The CCD_REQ_COUNT register accumulates the number of times that a pipeline transfer 
request has been issued to the MCB by the CCDACQ board. This register is also cleared by the 
global START_EXPOSURE event. Normally, when the ADCs are configured for normal mode (WARP 
mode not set), then the number of CTC strobes should equal the number of pipeline requests. 
However, if the ADCs are configured to use WARP mode, then a separate CTC is required to warm up 
the ADC before pixel data acquisition, and another separate CTC strobe is used to read the last 
pipelined result from the last pixel conversion. In this case, expect the value of the CCD_CTC_COUNT 
register compared to the CCD_REQ_COUNT register to reflect this. 

The CCD_XFER_COUNT register accumulates the number of clock cycles used by the CCDACQ board 
to transfer pixel data after a pipeline write request is honored. The total number of pixels transferred 
to the PAN is equivalent to the value of the CCD_XFERCOUNT register value multiplied by two. This 
register is also cleared by the global START_EXPOSURE event. 

Global Event Register (CCD_EVENT_REG  - 0xFFF0) 
The Global Events register is designed to provide a common and synchronized event signaling 
mechanism across all peripheral boards in a DHE chassis. Events can be issued by a PAN write to the 
appropriate board address or from the MCB sequencer. There are currently two such events defined. 
Table 10 lists the bit fields of this register. 
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Table 10 - Global Event Register Bit Fields 

Bit Event Name Purpose 
15 START_EXPOSURE Issued at the beginning of a pixel acquisition that will result in a 

new image file being produced. 
14:1  Not specified 

0 START_FRAME Issued at the beginning of a pixel acquisition cycle that will be 
used to build up the current image file. 

 
NOTE: Currently these events are only used to control the resetting of the audit 

register set. 

Front Panel LED Control Register (CCD_LEDCTL – 0xFFF9) 
The least significant three bits of this register control the function of the CCDACQ board front panel 
Status indicator LED . This indicator provides base level diagnostic information on the functionality 
of the CCDACQ board. After power on or a reboot, the indicator will be on permanently until the 
first valid sequencer bus transaction has occurred. After this, writing to one or more of the control 
bits will provide a 10ms indicator flash each time the specific function goes true. The functions that 
can be assigned as triggers to illuminate this LED are listed in Table 11. 

 
Table 11 - Pixel LED Indicator Function Codes 

CCD_LEDCTL 
Bit Function 
0 Flash each time the CCDACQ board is selected on the sequencer bus ( /SEL ) 
1 Flash each time a control word is written to the CDS Latch port ( CPLD_CDS_LOAD_N ) 
2 Flash when a pixel data transfer request occurs between the CPLD and FPGA ( DXFER_N ) 

 

Silicon Serial Number Register (CCD_SERNUM - 0xFFFA) 
Reading this register returns a 32-bit word that is a unique serial number read from Ds2401. 

Board Temperature Register (CCD_TEMP – 0xFFFB) 
Reading this register returns a 10-bit signed number that indicates the current ambient temperature of 
device U141. This is representative of the operating temperature of the CCDACQ board. Each LSB 
corresponds to 0.25deg. C. The temperature is read from U141 by first writing to this register with 
non-significant data, then waiting for at least 35 microseconds before reading the register that 
contains the new value. 



Board Control Register (CCD_CTLREG - 0xFFFC) 
This 16-bit register controls the major mode of operation of the CCDACQ board. Figure 14 details 
the relevant bit fields of this register. 

PIPELINE WRITE PRIORITY
[10:8]

ADC DATA WIDTH
SELECT
[5:4]

PIPELINE
ENABLE

[1]

BURST
ENABLE

[2]

NOT
USED
[0]

NOT
USED
[3]

NOT USED
[7:6]

NOT
USED
[11]

ADC
MODE
[12]

NOT USED
[15:13]

 
Board Control Register Bit Fields 

Figure 14 

Bit 0 is not used in this implementation. 
Bit 1 (CCD_PIPENABLE) is used to enable the pipeline write mode. When set true, the transfer of pixel 
data from the CCDACQ board to the PAN computer is automatic and transparent after each ADC 
conversion. 
Bit 2 (CCD_BURSTENABLE) enables an alternative pixel data transfer mechanism. When set true, pixel 
data from the last ADC conversion can be commanded to transfer to the PAN computer upon a 
command written to the CCD_BURST register. This mechanism provides more control over the pixel 
data transfer process. 
Bit 3 is not used in this implementation. 
Bits 5,4 (CCD_DATASLCT) allow the pixel data word width and precision to be controlled. All pixel 
data is the result of an 18-bit conversion performed in the ADC devices. By setting this bit field, an 
18-bit result or one of three 16-bit sub-products can be selected as the data format sent to the PAN. 
Since the 18-bit conversion is designed to accommodate the full dynamic range of a detector (e.g. 
130,000 e- @ 0.5e- / ADU), this feature allows digital gain to be employed where only 16-bit data is 
required. Table 12 shows the select codes and their significance. 
 
Table 12 - Data Select Bit Field Description 

CCD_DATASLCT Data Range Selected Data width and apparent gain 
0 CCD_ADCDATA[15:0] 16-bit pixel data @ Full Gain 
1 CCD_ADCDATA[16:1] 16-bit pixel data @ 1/2 Gain 
2 CCD_ADCDATA[17:2] 16-bit pixel data @ 1/4 Gain 
3 CCD_ADCDATA[17:0] 18-bit pixel data @ Full Gain 

 
Bits 7,6 are not used in this implementation. 
Bits 10,9,8 (CCD_PIPEPRIORITY) establish the priority ordering of the CCDACQ board used when 
transferring pixel data using the pipeline write or burst mechanisms. When using only a single 
CCDACQ board in any DHE backplane, leave this bit field set to zero. When multiple CCDACQ 
boards exist on a backplane, set this bit field to a value that corresponds to the board order of the 
pixel data that the board is required to supply. 
Bit 11 is not used in this implementation. 
Bit 12 (CCD_ADCMODE) is currently not used in this implementation. 
Bits 15,14,13 are not used in this implementation. 
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Board Status Register (CCD_STATREG – 0xFFFD) 
This read only 16-bit register contains status information from various functions on the CCD 
acquisition interface FPGA. 

Board Identity Code Register (CCD_IDENTREG – 0xFFFE) (CCD_RESET – 0xFFFE) 
Reading from this address will return data that identifies this board as an 8-Channel CCD Acquisition 
Board (Code = 0x01F4, Decimal 500). 

Writing to this address will result in the CCDACQ going through a soft reset cycle. Current 
configuration data will not be affected and all state machines will be reset to their idle state. 

Firmware Code Revision Register (CCD_FIRMVERS – 0xFFFF)(CCD_REBOOT – 0xFFFF) 
Reading from this address will return data that will identify the version of firmware running on the 
CCDACQ. The data is returned in fixed point decimal that should be divided by 100 to find the 
correct major and minor version number (i.e., XX.nn).  

Writing to this address will result in the CCDACQ going through a hard reset cycle. This will set to 
true the firmware signal REBOOT_N that propagates to the hardware signal /TPS_RESET which results 
in a reloading of the firmware of the CCD acquisition interface FPGA. This will reset all 
configuration data to default power up values. 

2.0 Board Hardware Schematic 
Refer to drawing MNSN-04-2002 Revision B. 

2.1 Power Supplies 
There are eight power supplies required by the CCDACQ board. 

Digital Power Supplies 
All digital supply rails (+3.3VD, +5VD,DGND) are connected through the backplane connectors P1 
and P2. 

The majority of the logic is powered from a 3.3v supply (+3.3VD). This power supply can be supplied 
directly from the backplane or generated internally from the +5VD supply by the local linear regulator 
U142. The jumpers JP12 and JP14 select the source for this supply. The internal logic cell of the 
FPGAs requires 1.8v (+1.8V) that is generated on the board by regulator U70. U70 is supplied 
internally from the 3.3VD supply rail. 

Analog Power Supplies 
All analog power supplies are connected through the backplane connector P3. P3 has no dedicated 
connection to the backplane itself. It passes all conductors through to the transition board mounted on 
the reverse side of the backplane. The transition board accomplishes bulk filtering and decoupling of 
the board supply from other interference sources such as another acquisition board. The transition 
board should also incorporate some form of protection for the power supply and the acquisition board 
in the event of component failure or other malfunction. 
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As a minimum, the board requires clean ±5V and ±15V supplies to operate. One set of high voltage 
supplies (±HV1) can be provided for high voltage bias generation. 

Six miniature fuses are used on the acquisition board itself to protect against catastrophic failure. 

CAUTION: Do not use reset-able silicon fuses in these locations. The high series 
impedance of these fuses reduces the board’s performance dramatically. 

To achieve the nominal noise specification of the board, all analog supplies must have low source 
impedance and a minimum of noise. A working noise figure for the analog supplies is <3mv rms at 
frequencies below 10MHz. and <20mv rms below 20 MHz. The nominal current drawn on these 
supplies is shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 - Power Supply Current Draws 

Digital Supply Rails Quiescent Peak 
+5VD (with separate 3.3V supply) 0.06 Amp 0.50 Amp 
+3.3VD  0.22 Amp 1.00 Amp 
+1.8V   
Analog Supply Rails Quiescent Peak 
+5VA 0.95 Amp 1.20 Amp 
-5VA 0.65 Amp 1.00 Amp 
+15VA 0.07 Amp 0.30 Amp 
-15VA 0.10 Amp 0.30 Amp 
+HV1 0.12 Amp Load Dependent 
-HV1 0.12 Amp Load Dependent 
+HV2 0.12 Amp Load Dependent 
-HV2 0.12 Amp Load Dependent 

2.2 Logic Section 

Clock Generation 
All events on this board are synchronous to the board clock received from the Master Control Board 
via the backplane. This is nominally a 40 MHz clock that is synchronous to all peripheral boards in 
the DHE chassis. The passive Pci backplane structure synchronizes the clock edges to each board. 
The clock is received on backplane signal SYSCLK on connector J1:D6 and buffered by internal 
FPGA logic. The buffered clock is used internally to all FPGA logic and distributed as a gated clock 
to the logic contained in the two CPLDs when needed. In addition, a slower clock (1/32 SYSCLK) is 
derived in the FPGA and used to synchronize serial configuration data transfers to the DAC and ADC 
devices. The clock must be present to effect most transactions across the Pci bus. The only usable 
exception is to be able to read the CCD Acquisition Board Identity Code Register (CCD_IDENTREG) 
and Firmware Code Revision Register (CCD_FIRMVERS). 
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Reset and FPGA Boot Logic 
A power-on reset active low signal is generated by the linear supply U70. This signal (/TPS_RESET) is 
asserted for 100ms after the core voltage becomes stable. When this signal is released, the FPGA 
device begins the boot process that involves sequencing the signals /INIT low then high, asserting 
/DONE false and supplying a clock to the CCLK pin. This resets the EEPROM (U143) internal address 
counter, enables the data output through D0 to the EDAT signal, and begins serially transferring the 
function code to the FPGA core. After the load sequence is complete, the FPGA takes the DONE 
signal high and executes an internal startup sequence that enables the output pins of the FPGA. This 
process takes approx 30 ms to complete. The same process as a power-on reset can be forced either 
by a PAN command (writing to the CCD_REBOOT register) or from the front panel switch RESET 
which takes the /RESET signal low while activated and is coupled internally to the FPGA to the same 
/TPS_RESET signal. 

NOTE: The front panel reset switch is not through-connected and will not work unless 
a valid configuration code has been previously loaded to the FPGA. 

JTAG Interface 
The front panel JTAG connector (J7) provides access to the boot EEPROM device, the FPGA, and 
the two CPLD devices. The chain order is FPGA BOOT (18V02 EEPROM), FPGA (Virtex E 300). 
The front panel connector pin assignment is designed to mate on a one-to-one basis with most JTAG 
pod devices. See Table 14. 

 
Table 14 - JTAG Pin Assignments 

Pin Function 
1 +3.3VD 
2 DGND 
3 KEY 
4 TCLK 
5 N.C. 
6 TDO 
7 TDI 
8 TMS 

 

CPLD Signal Translation 
Signals that are used to control the operation of the video signal processor are buffered and level 
shifted by translator devices U132, U63, U135, U64, U137, and U65. These devices allow 3.3V logic 
compatible CPLD signals to drive the analog switch signals with a safe 2.4V high-level compatible 
input. In addition, these devices isolate the digital supply noise from the analog section by employing 
the +5VA supply as the translator second supply voltage. 
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2.3 Analog Section 

Video Processing Circuits 
There are eight video processing circuits on the CCD acquisition board. The video processing 
circuitry of each channel is an AC-coupled, hybrid double-correlated sampling (CDS) architecture 
that allows DC restore, (video sample - reset sample) difference integration with a programmable low 
pass filter. 

NOTE: All notations in this discussion refer to channel zero and applies equally to all 
channels but with different component designations. 

Alternate supply voltages are provided to the amplifiers in the CDS circuit to allow their operation 
with ‘P’ and ‘N’ channel detector technologies. This allows sufficient headroom for the different 
polarity signals from these detectors. Table 15 gives normal supply strapping options for the two 
types. 

Table 15 - Video Channel Power Strapping According to Detector Technology 

Technology +VV0 -VV0 +VV1 -VV1 +VV2 -VV2 

‘N’ Channel +5V 
(R170) 

-15V 
(R168) 

+5V 
(R183) 

-15V 
(R180) 

+15V 
(R186) 

-5V 
(R190) 

‘P’ Channel +15V 
(R171) 

-5V 
(R165) 

+15V 
(R184) 

-5V 
(R176) 

+15V 
(R186) 

-5V 
(R190) 

 
Components R1, C1, R6, C5 define the DC and AC load seen by the detector when connected. 
Ideally, R1 should be left open and the DC load device (resistor or current sink) placed on the 
transition board to provide protection to the detector in cases when the acquisition board is removed. 

U1 is the pre-amplifier and provides the initial non-inverting gain to the detector signal. This 
amplifier requires a stable, low noise gain with a small signal bandwidth greater than 22 times the 
expected pixel rate to assure > 16 bit accuracy. Since the dynamic range of this amplifier is limited 
by the supply rails to ±3.8 volts, the gain must be set to provide the maximum gain without clipping 
the highest peak to peak voltage expected (normally, the reset feed through pulse).  

Provisions are made by the selection of R2 and R3 to provide either the signal ground reference 
locally to the board (R3 = 0 Ohm), or to provide some remote signal reference for the pre-amplifier 
(R2, R3 > 0 Ohm). 

A buffer amplifier, U2, samples the resulting signal and presents it to the front panel SMB connectors 
for monitoring or engineering purposes. 

The output of the pre-amplifier is first order bandwidth limited by the combination of R15 and C11. 
The AC portion of the signal is then passed through C10 to the second stage of gain and DC restore 
circuitry. The DC restore function is active when signal /CDS0_DCRESTORE is true. The input to 
amplifier U4 is clamped to ground through three of the analog switches of U3. The DC level of this 
amplifier is then set relative to the potential across C10. U4 works as a buffer and can increase the 
gain on the signal. R21 and the state of signal /CDS0_GAIN0 determine the gain of this stage.  
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CAUTION: Beware when using this stage with gain since temperature effects will cause an 
effective gain change here due to the non-zero impedance and temperature 
coefficient of the analog switch. 

The output of U4 is fed to a network controlled by U5 to provide a unity gain signal polarity switch 
to the buffer amplifier U6. Two signals, /CDS0_NONINV and /CDS0_INV are controlled and timed 
via the logic in the CPLD to allow inversion of the signal to the integrator. 

R36, R771, U7, U8, and C35 make up the integration stage. Control is limited to resetting the 
integrator and enabling integration via signals /CDS0_RESET and /CDS0_INTEGRATE. These 
signals are directly controlled by the logic in the associated CPLD. The time constant formed here by 
the parallel combination of the two resistors and the integration capacitor set the gain of this stage 
depending on the integration time controlled by /CDS0_INTEGRATE. Two resistors and two 
analog switches are used to null out the effects of charge injection from the switches. 

The output of U8 is attenuated by two using R42 and mixed with the static DC offset voltage from 
the offset voltage generator. This signal is also clamped via diode D1 to prevent over and under 
voltage conditions at the analog to digital converters (ADC). The sum of the forward voltage drop of 
D1 and the clamp voltage regulator U44 assure protection to the ADC devices while allowing the full 
dynamic range of the ADC to be utilized. 

The signal at R42 is then passed to the single ended to differential driver required by the ADC. The 
driver is built from U9 and U10. These components supply a gain of two, positive and negative 
complimentary outputs referenced to half of the ADC reference supply of 4.7 volts. These outputs are 
passed through first order low pass filters made from R47, C53, R48, and C54 and injected into the 
differential input ports of U11, the ADC device. All ADC devices use a common 2.5V reference 
voltage generated by U54 and amplified / buffered by U123:A to produce 4.7 Volts. 

The ADC device is an AD7674AST device from Analog Devices. This is an 18 bit, 800KSPS device 
from their Pulsar family of converters. The AD7674 provides sufficient dynamic range to 
accommodate the full well signal range of a detector with sufficient resolution and without requiring 
electrical gain ranging the video processing circuit. If faster or lower resolution ADC devices are 
preferred, there are different models within the Pulsar range of converters from Analog Devices that 
are pin-compatible with the AD7674 device and the video processor performance. 

Video Offset Circuitry 
Each video processor has the provision to inject a DC offset voltage before the differential buffers. 
This offset is used to adjust the output signal of the video processor to be in the dynamic range of the 
ADC input. Two Quad digital-to-analog converters, U53 and U61, are commanded to derive a 
voltage between their reference supplies. A twelve-bit digital word is sent to them, synchronous to 
the CLK pin, by way of the SDI pin. This serial command word is formatted and sent to them from 
the FPGA and CPLD logic. The reference supplies for the DAC are generated from the same 2.5V 
reference voltage generator as those used by the ADC devices (U54). This reference is buffered and 
inverted by amplifiers U123:B and U123:C. The reference supplies to the DAC can be selected via 
jumpers to give a -2.5V to +2.5V, 0V to +2.5V, or –2.5V to 0V range. This range accounts for 
approximately ½ full scale on the AD7674 with a resolution of approximately 60 ADU / bit in bipolar 
mode. Each DAC output is filtered by a separate RC low pass filter and buffered by an amplifier 
(U122, U129). 
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High Voltage Bias Supplies 
There are four independent banks of high voltage biases. Each bank provides eight low impedance, 
low noise voltage outputs that can be programmed as unipolar positive, unipolar negative, or bipolar 
voltages. Each bank has an isolation function that allows the biases to be disconnected from the 
detector and for each bias supply; a separate voltage telemetry feedback channel is available. 

In a similar manner to the Video Offset Bias supplies, each high voltage bias is derived from the 
output of a quad DAC (U57, U49, U58, U50, U60, U59, U52, U51). 

The references for these DACS are generated by two 2.5V reference devices, U62, and U130. These 
voltages are filtered and a gain of four applied by amplifiers U131 and U56 to give buffered +9V and 
–9V to each bank.  

The selection of the bias output voltage range for each bank is done by selecting the appropriate 
jumpers for the reference supplies to the DAC. Each DAC output is filtered by an RC combination 
and gain applied to reach the desired output voltage value. Normal gain on amplifiers U125, U118, 
U126, U119, U128, U127, U121, and U120 is three that gives a nominal 27V dynamic range. 

The amplified bias signal output is fed to the backplane connector by an analog switch. These 
switches also use the same power supply rails selected for the amplifiers and act as isolation switches 
to disconnect the bias supply from the detector under software and protection circuitry control. In 
parallel, the bias voltages are presented to the input of an eight-channel, 12-bit ADC device by way 
of a series resistor. The purpose of the resistor is to expand the nominal ±10V range of the telemetry 
ADC to accommodate the high voltage bias voltage range. 

The power supply for each bank of amplifiers is selected to be =<3 Volts below the minimum and  
>=3Volts above the maximum output bias voltage to assure maximum safe limits are not exceeded on 
the amplifier type (OPA4227). 

The selection of these voltages is accomplished by component selection of the zero Ohm jumpers at 
sites +VABn and –VABn, where n is between 0 and 3. For a nominal 0V => +27V bias voltage 
output, the –VABn rail should be strapped to –5V and the +VABn rail strapped to HV1+ and fed 
with +30VDC. Due to PCB layout, the associated lower negative supply rail (in this case –5V) is not 
present on the PCB pad layout adjacent to the supply selector pad and a small wire jumper must be 
used to make the necessary connection. Observe the maximum voltage permitted between +V and –V 
for the amplifier in use. Currently, with OP4227 devices, this limits the absolute HV voltage supply 
difference to 35V maximum. If lower maximum voltages are required (as an example, ±12V bipolar 
operation using the standard ±15VA supplies), the gain of the reference buffers for those banks 
should be reduced to allow the required voltage range to be covered by the full dynamic range of the 
DAC for those banks. 
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2.4 Options for Building the CCDACQ 

2.4.1 Setting HVBias Voltage Ranges 
 
Table 16 - Generic HVBias Voltage Ranges for HVBias Bank 0 (Channels 0 to 7) 

 +Ref -Ref Jumpers Power Strapping 
Voltage Range R740 R745 R731 R727 JP9 JP6 +VAB0 -VAB0 
0V to 25V 2.4K 1.0K N/A(1) 1.0K 2 to 3 1 to 2 R634 R671(2)

-12V to +12V 649 1.0K 1.65K 1.0K 2 to 3 2 to 3 R632 R677 
-25Vto 0V N/A(1) 1.0K 3.40K 1.0K 1 to 2 2 to 3 R626(3) R679 
 
Table 17 - Generic HVBias voltage ranges for HVBias Bank 1 (Channels 8 to 15) 

 +Ref -Ref Jumpers Power Strapping 
Voltage Range R730 R668 R742 R741 JP5 JP10 +VAB1 -VAB1 
0V to 25V 2.4K 1.0K N/A(1) 1.0K 2 to 3 1 to 2 R239 R275(2)

-12V to +12V 649 1.0K 1.65K 1.0K 2 to 3 2 to 3 R237 R281 
-25V to 0V N/A(1) 1.0K 3.40K 1.0K 1 to 2 2 to 3 R231(3) R283 
 
Table 18 - Generic HVBias Voltage Ranges for HVBias Bank 2 (Channels 16 to 23) 

 +Ref -Ref Jumpers Power Strapping 
Voltage Range R270 R273 R263 R223 JP8 JP4 +VAB2 -VAB2 
0V to 25V 2.4K 1.0K N/A(1) 1.0K 2 to 3 1 to 2 R240 R274(2)

-12V to +12V 649 1.0K 1.65K 1.0K 2 to 3 2 to 3 R238 R280 
-25V to 0V N/A(1) 1.0K 3.40K 1.0K 1 to 2 2 to 3 R232(3) R282 
 
Table 19 - Generic HVBias Voltage Ranges for HVBias Bank 3 (Channels 24 to 31) 

 +Ref -Ref Jumpers Power Strapping 
Voltage Range R264 R261 R271 R229 JP3 JP7 +VAB3 -VAB3 
0V to 25V 2.4K 1.0K N/A(1) 1.0K 2 to 3 1 to 2 R635 R672(2)

-12V to +12V 649 1.0K 1.65K 1.0K 2 to 3 2 to 3 R633 R678 
-25V to 0V N/A(1) 1.0K 3.40K 1.0K 1 to 2 2 to 3 R627(3) R680 
 
NOTES: 

1. These reference supplies are not used so whatever feedback value is in circuit will serve the 
purpose. 

2. –HV2 Supply is normally strapped to -5VA to provide amplifier headroom on the lower 
voltage setting. 

3. +HV2 Supply is normally strapped to +5VA to provide amplifier headroom on the highest 
voltage setting. 
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2.3 Jumper Descriptions 
Table 20 - Configuration Jumper Descriptions 

Jumper 
Number Label Name Default  

Condition Default Function 

JP1 OFFDACVREF+ 2 and 3 +2.5V ADC offset enabled  
JP2 OFFDACVREF- 2 and 3 -2.5V ADC offset enabled 
JP3 BIASDACVREF3+ 2 and 3 Bank 3 are bipolar HV Biases 
JP4 BIASDACVREF2- 2 and 3 Bank 2 are unipolar negative HV Biases 
JP5 BIASDACVREF1+ 2 and 3 Bank 1 are unipolar positive HV Biases 
JP6 BIASDACVREF0- 1 and 2 Bank 0 are unipolar positive HV Biases 
JP7 BIASDACVREF3- 2 and 3 Bank 3 are bipolar HV Biases 
JP8 BIASDACVREF2+ 1 and 2 Bank 2 are unipolar negative HV Biases 
JP9 BIASDACVREF0+ 2 and 3 Bank 0 are unipolar positive HV Biases 
JP10 BIASDACVREF1- 1 and 2 Bank 1 are unipolar positive HV Biases 
JP11 DGND  AGND 1 and 2 Locally join AGND and DGND busses 
JP12 3.3VD SELECT 1 and 2 External +3.3VD supply 
JP13 TESTOSCENABLE OPEN Disable local test oscillator 
JP14 LOCAL3.3VDEN OPEN Disable local 3.3VD regulator 

 
Table 21 - High Voltage Bias Power Jumpers and Default Settings 

Rail Select Negative Biases Positive Biases Bipolar Biases 
+VV0 +5VA (wire) +HV1 (R634) +15V(R632) 
-VV0 -HV1 (R679) -5VA (wire) -15V(R677) 
+VV1 +5VA (wire) +HV1 (R239) +15V(R237) 
-VV1 -HV1 (R283) -5VA (wire) -15V(R281) 
+VV2 +5VA (wire) +HV1 (R240) +15V(R238) 
-VV2 -HV1 (R282) -5VA (wire) -15V(R280) 
+VV3 +5VA (wire) +HV1 (R635) +15V(R633) 
-VV3 -HV1 (R680) -5VA (wire) -15V(R678) 
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2.4 Test Points 
Table 22 - Test Point Functions 

Number Purpose Number Pupose 
TP1 Ch 0 Video pre-gain stage TP40  -HV1 Analog supply test point 
TP2 Ch 0 Video post-gain stage TP41 /TPS_RESET 
TP3 Ch 0 Video pre-integrator TP42 DGND reference 
TP4 Ch 0 AGND reference TP43 DGND reference 
TP5 Ch 0 video post-integrate TP44 +1.8V 
TP6 Ch 0 Video neg ADC (AD0IN-) TP45 DGND reference 
TP7 Ch 0 Video pos ADC (AD0IN+) TP46 Ch 1 Video pre-gain stage 
TP8 Ch 2 Video pre-gain stage TP47 Ch 1 Video post-gain stage 
TP9 Ch 2 Video post-gain stage TP48 Ch 3 Video post-gain stage 
TP10 Ch 2 Video pre-integrator TP49 Ch 1 Video pre-integrator 
TP11 Ch 4 Video pre-integrator TP50 GNDA Ch 1 reference 
TP12 GNDA Ch 2 reference TP51 Ch 1 Video post-integrator 
TP13 Ch 2 Video post-integrator TP52 Ch 1 Video pos ADC (AD1IN+) 
TP14 Ch 2 Video neg ADC (AD2IN-) TP53 Ch 1 Video neg ADC (AD1IN-) 
TP15 Ch 2 Video pos ADC (AD2IN+) TP54 Ch 3 Video pre-gain stage 
TP16 Ch 4 Video pre-gain stage TP55 Ch 5 Video post-gain stage 
TP17 Ch 4 Video post-gain stage TP56 Ch 3 Video pre-integrator 
TP18 Ch 6 Video pre-integrator TP57 GNDA Ch 3 reference 
TP19 GNDA Ch 4 reference TP58 Ch 3 Video post-integrator 
TP20 Ch 4 Video post-integrator TP59 Ch 3 Video pos ADC (AD3IN+) 
TP21 Ch 4 Video neg ADC (AD4IN-) TP60 Ch 3 Video neg ADC (AD3IN-) 
TP22 Ch 4 Video pos ADC (AD4IN+) TP61 Ch 5 Video pre-gain stage 
TP23 GNDA reference TP62 Ch 7 Video post-gain stage 
TP24 Ch 6 Video pre-gain stage TP63 Ch 5 Video pre-integrator 
TP25 Ch 6 Video post-gain stage TP64 GNDA Ch 5 reference 
TP26 GNDA Ch 6 reference TP65 Ch 5 Video post-integrator 
TP27 Ch 6 Video post-integrator TP66 Ch 5 Video neg ADC (AD5IN-) 
TP28 Ch 6 Video pos ADC (AD6IN+) TP67 Ch 5 Video pos ADC (AD5IN+) 
TP29 Ch 6 Video neg ADC (AD6IN-) TP68 Ch 7 Video pre-gain stage 
TP30 GNDA reference TP69 Ch 7 Video pre-integrator 
TP31 +HV2 Analog supply test point TP70 GNDA Ch 7 reference 
TP32 -5VA Analog supply test point TP71 Ch 7 Video post-integrator 
TP33 GNDA reference TP72 Ch 7 Video pos ADC (AD7IN+) 
TP34 +15V Analog supply test point TP73 Ch 7 Video neg ADC (AD7IN-) 
TP35 +HV1 Analog supply test point TP74 3.3V Regulator reset 
TP36 -HV2 Analog supply test point   
TP37 +5V Analog supply test point   
TP38 GNDA reference   
TP39 -15V analog supply test point   
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3.0 Board Specifications 
Table 23 - Specifications 

Power Requirements +5.0V digital @ 0.5 amp average, 1.0 amp peak (200ms) 
+3.3V digital @ 0.3 amp average, 0.9 amp peak (200ms) 
+5V analog @ .298 amp average, 1.0 amp peak (200ms) 
-5V analog @ .387 amp average, 1.0 amp peak (200ms) 
+15V analog @ .427 amp average, 1.0 amp peak (200ms) 
-15V analog @ .271 amp average, 1.0 amp peak (200ms) 

Power Consumption 12.3 Watts 
Video Signal Channels 8 single-ended AC-coupled, P and N channel device compatible 
Video Signal Dynamic Range  
and Sensitivity 

0.5v to 3.0v Peak to peak, configurable between 2μv  
and 10μv / ADU 

Video Signal Channel Acquisition 
Rate 

 
Maximum 800 Kpixel/Sec @ 18 Bit, 1 Mpixel /Sec @ 16 Bit 

Video Signal Channel Noise and 
Linearity 

<3.5 ADU rms @ 18 Bits, <2.0 ADU @ 16 Bits, <0.01% INL @ 
500K Pixel/Sec 

Digital Dynamic Range Configurable for 18 Bit or 16 Bit ADC 
HV Bias Signals 32 
HV Bias Signal Voltage 
Adjustment Range 

 
Jump for 0 to 35v, 0 to –35v, and Bipolar ± 18v 

HV Bias Signal Current Source / 
Sink 

 
30ma 

HV Bias Signal Voltage Setting 
Resolution 

 
9mv 

HV Bias Signal Noise (BW 
<20MHz) 

 
<250μv rms 

Diagnostic Channels All HV biases + board temperature + serial number + synthetic 
data generator + firmware revision 

Auxiliary Functions 32-bit high speed output port, -3.3v and 5v logic-compatible 
Physical Specifications Bare board: 

Height - 233 mm (6U) 
Depth - 160 mm 
Thickness - 1.6 mm 
 
Fully populated: 
Height - 233 mm (6U) 
Depth - 208 mm 
Thickness - 20 mm 

Mating Backplane Per MNSN-AD-01-0006 (Linked Here) 
 

http://www.noao.edu/ets/monsoon/technical/architectural/MNSN-AD-01-0006_V12.pdf


Appendix I - P-Channel Device Configuration 
If the CCD Acquisition Board is used to run P-channel devices, the following changes must be made 
to the board. Use the following steps as a guide for configuring the circuit board. 

1. Obtain a copy of the Bill of Materials (BOM) for a generic CCD Acquisition Board. This 
BOM is MNSN-EL-04-4002_rb2. An electronic copy of the BOM may be acquired by 
sending an e-mail request to: dstover@noao.edu

2. Install 0 Ohm 1206 resistors at: 

 R168, R170, R180, R183, R186 and R190. 

3. Remove F2 (-HV2) and F3 (+HV2). Install a jumper wire from F2 (-HV2) board pad to F6  
(-5VA) and a jumper wire from F3 (-HV3) to F5 (+5VA). Install 0 Ohm 1206 resistors at: 

 R231, R232, R282, R283, R627, R632, R671 and R680. 

NOTE: If 0 Ohm resistors are installed as instructed in Step 3, all other associated resistors 
must be removed. See Table 24 for clarification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jumpers 
Figure 15 
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Table 24 - Resistor Installation and Removal 

Install 0 Ohm Resistor At Remove 0 Ohm Resistors At (if installed) 
R231 R233, R235, R237 and R239 
R232 R234, R236, R238 and R240 
R282 R274, R276, R278 and R280 
R283 R275, R277, R279 and R281 
R627 R629, R631, R633 and R635 
R632 R626, R628, R630 and R634 
R671 R673, R675, R677 and R679 
R680 R672, R674, R676 and R678 

 

4. Jumper Configuration 

Table 25 - P-Channel Jumper Configurations 

Connector Pins 
JP1 2 and 3 
JP2 1 and 2 
JP3 1 and 2 
JP4 2 and 3 
JP5 1 and 2 
JP6 1 and 2 
JP7 2 and 3 
JP8 1and 2 
JP9 2 and 3 
JP10 2 and 3 
JP11 1 and 2 
JP12 1 and 2 
JP13 NC 
JP14 NC 

 

5. Tailored HV Bias Voltages 

Use the following table as a guide to give Bank 0-3 the correct range for input supply voltages. 

Table 26 - HV Bias Voltages 

Bank Resistor Was Now Nominal Voltage 
0 R740 3.01 KOhm 619 Ohm 0 to 12 VDC range 
1 R742 3.01 KOhm 3.32 KOhm -25 to 0.0 VDC range 
2 R263 3.01 KOhm 3.32 KOhm -25 to 0.0 VDC range 
3 R271 3.01 KOhm 3.32 KOhm -25 to 0.0 VDC range 
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